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The JEM-EUSO Atmospheric Monitoring system consists of a bi-spectral Infrared Camera and a LIDAR device that are being fully designed under space qualification to fulfil the scientific requirements of the JEM-EUSO mission. An understanding of the atmospheric conditions in the Field of View of the main telescope is one of the most important tasks for a mission which aims to detect Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR) and Extremely-High Energy Cosmic Rays (EHECR) from Space using the Earth’s atmosphere as calorimeter. In this work the simulation and reconstruction algorithms in the Offline framework are explained. The relevant modules developed for the calibration, simulation, and reconstruction tasks of the images from the infrared camera including its configuration options are discussed and the status of the JEM-EUSO infrared camera modules as implemented in Offline is described.
1. Introduction

The origins and composition of ultra-high energy cosmic rays remains unclear, despite significant experimental and theoretical efforts. The physics potential of this field can be achieved by an upgrade of the performances of ground-based experiments and space-based missions. The Extreme-Universe Space Observatory (EUSO) mission will be located at the International Space Station (ISS) in Nadir observation direction [1, 2, 3]. The EUSO instrumentation will be able to detect Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays (UHECR) and Extremely-High Energy Cosmic Rays (EHECR) by using the Earth’s atmosphere as a huge calorimeter. Due to the variable nature of the atmosphere an on-time Atmospheric Monitoring (AM) system is one of the most important tasks, and a key element of the space-based mission. Such a dedicated on-site AM system has been designed for the understanding of the atmospheric conditions in the Field of View (FoV) of the main telescope [4, 5, 6, 7]. The EUSO AM system consists of a Long Wave Infrared (LWIR) camera [8, 9] and a LIDAR. The infrared camera will cover the whole FoV of the UV telescope in order to detect the presence of clouds and to determine the cloud coverage and Cloud Top Height (CTH) into the FoV.

2. Infrared Camera description

The IR camera will consists of a Focal Plane Array (FPA) microbolometer detector and a refractive optics system made of Germanium. The FoV of the IR camera is 48°, which covers the whole FoV of the JEM-EUSO telescope. The angular resolution is about 0.1° [10]. A temperature controlled shutter and two blackbodies are used to measure background noise and calibrate on flight the detector system. An accuracy of 3 K in brightness temperature measurement will be achieved in order to determine CTH with an accuracy of 500 m [11]. Two filters split up the FoV in order to overlap images from two sequential frames, providing a bi-spectral IR camera system that allows for stereo vision of the cloud coverage in the FoV (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: EUSO Infrared Camera design showing the position of the Focal Plane Array (FPA) and the Front End Electronics (FEE).](image-url)
3. The IR Offline code design

The IR Camera code for the JEM-EUSO Offline Framework [12, 13] has been divided in three blocks containing calibration, simulation and reconstruction modules. Each block, contains modules that perform specific tasks. Modules run sequentially following the order selected by the user in the ModuleSequence.xml configuration file. Figure 2 shows the work flow of the code.

The program starts running with the Infrared Camera Calibration task to obtain the calibration data required by the simulation code. Infrared camera simulation code combines the calibration data with the atmospheric parameters in Atmosphere CRM File to obtain the simulated IR images. These simulated IR images are in the same format as the real data obtained by the IR camera and contain the same information. Both real and simulated images are used by the reconstruction part of the code in order to obtain CTH of the IR images in the FoV. To do this task, the reconstruction code makes use of LIDAR data and atmospheric temperature profiles. An IR camera Manager is in charge of the connection between the IR camera and the rest of the JEM-EUSO Offline code.

3.1 Calibration code

The objective of the calibration sequence is to obtain calibration data tables of the infrared camera to be used by the simulation code. The calibration is a process involving 146 iterative steps of the following sequence of modules (Figure 3):

- IRcData – This module reads the infrared camera data parameters, defines spectral bands and defines image variables for each band.
- ImageGenerator – In this module random image is generated to perform a calibration.
- OpticsDiffraction – Calculates diffraction by the point-spread function (PSF) method.
Figure 3: Flow chart of the calibration block of the code.

- **OpticsDistortion** – Module to applies optical distortion effects to data.
- **OpticsFilter** – This module apply filter function to data for each band.
- **Electronics** – Simulates electronics noise and saturation.
- **Compression** – This module compress and decompress image to evaluate the effects of the compressions algorithm on the data.
- **CalibrationData** – Process image from calibration simulation and write calibration tables (temperature, counts, error).

Each module has a dedicated XML configuration file in order to define user parameters.

### 3.2 Simulation modules

The simulation part of the IR camera code has been developed to simulate the performance of the IR camera under different cloudy scenarios. The simulation code use the same modules of calibration, starting with the IRcData module to define the IR camera parameters. Following that, a new module CRMFileReader that reads a user provided file with radiance values from a modeled cloud. With the infrared radiance values, the simulation process starts following the same sequence of the calibration using radiance data. In this way, diffraction, distortion, filter, electronics and compression are simulated by the previously discussed modules in the calibration section. The program flow chart can be observed in Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows a sample of the output of the simulation code of a cloud as seen in the two bands of the IR camera.

An example application, IRcSimulation, has been developed, but visualization tools have still to be prepared.
3.3 Reconstruction modules

Figure 6 shows the designed reconstruction modules that are under development. The reconstruction process will use data from the LIDAR, IR images or simulated IR images produced by the simulation part of the code and atmospheric temperature profiles obtained from meteorological satellite data to obtain as final output the CTH needed to analyse experimental data of the main telescope.

The reconstruction has the following module sequence:

- ImageBandJoin – This module overlaps images to obtain biespectral images of the scene.
- LIDARReader – Module to obtain data from the LIDAR.
• CloudMask – Computation of a cloud mask, by the use of a ground temperature map, and differences in temperature with the data retrieved by the IR-Camera. The cloud mask is obtained using a ground reference temperature point and its differences in temperature with the data retrieved by the IR-Camera. The reference temperature point is known from LIDAR shot that reach the ground in clear atmosphere. Recognition of cloud areas or clear sky areas is achieved using computer vision software, to recognize shapes, features, and temperature level lines.

• AdiabaticReco – Module that makes a first order approximation using an adiabatic method to reconstruct the CTH, by the use of a LIDAR cloud height reference point and computation of the atmosphere adiabatic constant.

• AtmProfileReco – The atmospheric profile is taken into account by this module. Reconstruction of the cloud top height is determined from reconstruction the cloud top temperature, and then the atmospheric temperature profile is applied to find the cloud’s height.

• LIDARReco – LIDAR data are included in the reconstruction in this module. The module simulates the backscattered photons reaching EUSO using the generated 3D optical depth scenery. LIDAR signal inversion is performed using the Klett inversion method [14]. Cloud/Clear atmosphere detection is determined via analysis of the inverted signal optical depth.

• RecoMerger – Module that extracts the CTH from all the reconstruction methods.

Figure 7 shows comparison of the CTH results without making use of the LIDAR data (on the left) and with LIDAR data (on the right). The difference is a demonstration of the importance of the presence of a good IR camera and LIDAR combination as a facility for EUSO mission success.
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3.4 Conclusions

A full end to end code to simulate and reconstruct IR camera data for the EUSO project is being implemented in the Offline simulation and analysis framework for EUSO. The calibration and Simulation part are implemented but tests and viewer tools must still be developed to complete the functionality of the code and to verify the code. The reconstruction part is now being designed and under development. The code makes use of IR, LIDAR and atmospheric data to obtain the CTH and optical [15] depths as required for the analysis of the main telescope to reconstruct cosmic ray data.
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